This paper reports on the results of the application of a vector quantization technique to an isolated word recognition system. The basic idea underlying this system is to represent a speech spectral sequence by several discrete spectral symbols. In this system, word templates are represented as sequences of discrete phoneme-like (pseudo-phoneme) templates which are automatically generated from a training set of word utterances by a clustering technique. The new word recognition system and its advantages are explained. This recognition system is especially effective for speaker-dependent largevocabulary word recognition, as well as speaker-independent word recognition using multiple word templates.
Isolated word recognition using strings of phonemelike templates (SPLIT) This paper reports on the results of the application of a vector quantization technique to an isolated word recognition system. The basic idea underlying this system is to represent a speech spectral sequence by several discrete spectral symbols. In this system, word templates are represented as sequences of discrete phoneme-like (pseudo-phoneme) templates which are automatically generated from a training set of word utterances by a clustering technique. The new word recognition system and its advantages are explained. This recognition system is especially effective for speaker-dependent largevocabulary word recognition, as well as speaker-independent word recognition using multiple word templates. The reduction ratio is
The reduction ratio for spectral distance calculations and memory size with word templates, is shown in Fig.3as a function of vocabulary size, that is number of words to be recognized.
A comparison is made with the direct-matching method. In this figure, parameter values are assumed to be
Mi=50frames
(for all i, for simplicity) through dynamic time warping was calculated instead of the spectral distance between two vectors. Moreover, typical word templates were selected instead of computing the average templates. The word templates were selected on the basis of the distribution of word utterances. Namely, word utterances which had many neighboring of word utterances were picked as word templates.
In look at the second item, three phoneme-like template sets were evaluated by a recognition experiment. The vocabulary consisted of31control words for a laboratory automation service. The first phoneme-like template set was generated using utterances by one male speaker, the second one was generated using utterances by one female speaker and the third one was generated using utterances by one male and one female speaker. These three sets were then tested by confirming word recognition with39 male and34female
speakers. The results of these experiments are shown in Table4.
It can be seen that the third set is most effective for both male and female speakers.
The next recognition experiment dealt with 8, 184 words (31words/speaker) uttered by264speakers through telephone lines and exchanges. Two kinds of tests were executed to verify the effectiveness of clustering the multiple templates.
(1) Using264utterances, multiple templates wer generated for each word by means of the clustering technique. The average number of word templates for each word was set at18.
Utterances by all speakers, excepting the speaker whose utterance was used as one of the multiple templates, were used for the recognition test.
(2) A recognition test where clustering was not employed was also carried out. 264 speakers were arbitrarily divided into groups of about31speakers. 
